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FEATURES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

The new NOVAG I hydraulically driven proportioning unit has 
been designed and manufactured to fulfil the most deman-
ding requirements of industrial foam in place applications of 
two component systems requiring high dosing precision to 
assure the best mixing quality of the chemical components. 
Its particular configuration facilitates easy access to all its 
components, simplifies the control functions and significantly 
reduces maintenance time.

PRIMARY HEATING SYSTEM

The primary heating system consists of two separate indepen-
dent tube heaters. Each heater incorporates two 900 W hea-
ting elements that supply a total power of 1800 W with the ne-
cessary control of safety features for the accurate and reliable 
system performance.

HEATED HOSE SYSTEM

The new Novag I can be equipped with 3 different hose 
options:

· 230V heated hose with a fix and only length of 15m.

· Low voltage heated hose up to 48m. This option requires 
additional 2000W transformer.

· Non-heated recirculation hoses with a length of 11m.

CONTROL PANEL

The control panel consists of a touch screen that incorpora-
tes specially designed software to facilitate the selection and 
control of all working parameters in quick and easy manner. A 
sophisticated alarm system warns the operation of any error 
in the process to ensure the right application of the products. 
As an additional feature, a phase connection alarm is incor-
porated into the design to avoid costly repairs from errors 
or mistakes when plugging the machine into the electrical 
supply.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Max. Output: 4 Kg/min - 8.82 lb/min

Max. Pressure: 230 V - 175 bar (2538 psi)
               400 V - 190 bar (2756 psi)

Electrical Connection Options: 1 x 400 V + Neutral 50/60 Hz
                           2 x 230 V 50/60 Hz
             3 x 400 V 50/60 Hz

Max. Hose Length: Recirculation hoses: 11 m
         230 V heated hoses: 15 m
         LV heated hoses: 48 m

Machine Consumption:
Recirculation hoses: 12A + 16A - 2 plugs
30 V heated hoses: 16A + 16A - 2 plugs
LV heated hoses: 12A + 16A + 9A - 3 plugs
Three phase version: 19,1A - 1 plug

Weight: 178,50 Kg (without oil product)
Dimensions: 1128 x 605 x 819 mm
Max. Tank Capacity: 30 l + 30 l
Oil Capacity: 18 l


